
How To Use An Email Lookup Tool To Find An Email Address

Using an email lookup tool to find email addresses can significantly 

enhance your outreach e�orts, streamline lead generation, and improve 

communication with clients or partners. Here’s an extensive guide with 

detailed steps and tips for e�ectively using these tools:

Choosing the Right Email Lookup Tool

Popular Tools:

● Hunter.io: Known for its ease of use and reliable data, Hunter 

o�ers both domain searches and individual email finders.

● Voila Norbert: O�ers bulk email finding and verification, ideal for 

large-scale lead generation.

● Clearbit Connect: Integrates seamlessly with your inbox to find 

emails and enrich contact information.

● FindThatLead: Combines email lookup with lead generation and 

social media integration.

● Snov.io: Provides a comprehensive set of tools including email 

finder, verifier, and outreach automation.



Signing Up and Setting Up the Tool

● Create an Account: Sign up for an account on the chosen platform. 

Many tools o�er free trials or a freemium model to get started.

● Familiarize with Features: Explore the dashboard and understand 

the key features and functionalities of the tool.

Gathering Necessary Information

● Names and Domains: Prepare a list of full names and company 

domains of the individuals you want to contact.

● Additional Details: Collect any additional information like job 

titles, LinkedIn profiles, and company data to enhance your search 

accuracy.

Using the Email Lookup Tool

Hunter.io Example:

● Domain Search:

○ Enter the company’s domain (e.g., example.com) in Hunter’s 

search bar.

○ Review the list of email addresses associated with that 

domain, along with their sources.



● Email Finder:

○ Navigate to the Email Finder tool.

○ Enter the person’s full name and company domain.

○ Hunter will generate a potential email address with a 

confidence score indicating its reliability.

● Email Verification:

○ Use Hunter’s Email Verifier tool to check the validity of the 

email address.

○ This step ensures the email is active, reducing the risk of 

bounce rates.

Voila Norbert Example:

● Single Email Lookup:

○ Enter the name and company domain in Voila Norbert’s 

search bar to find the email address.

● Bulk Email Finder:

○ Prepare a CSV file with names and domains.

○ Upload the CSV to Voila Norbert’s Bulk Email Finder tool.

○ The tool will process the list and return potential email 

addresses.



● Email Verification:

○ Use the built-in verification feature to validate the emails 

obtained.

Clearbit Connect Example:

● Install the Extension:

○ Add the Clearbit Connect Chrome extension from the Chrome 

Web Store.

● Use Within Email Client:

○ Open your email client (e.g., Gmail).

○ Click on the Clearbit icon in your inbox.

○ Enter the name and company to find email addresses and 

additional information.

Personalizing Your Outreach

● Crafting Personalized Emails:

○ Use the information obtained to tailor your outreach 

messages.

○ Mention specific details about the recipient or their company 

to make your email more engaging.

● Segmentation:



○ Segment your contacts based on criteria such as industry, job 

title, or location for more targeted communication.

Integrating with CRM

● CRM Integration:

○ Integrate the email lookup tool with your CRM system to 

manage and track your leads e�ciently.

○ This ensures all contact information is centralized and 

up-to-date.

Following Best Practices

● Compliance with Regulations:

○ Adhere to data protection laws such as GDPR and CAN-SPAM 

Act. Ensure you have permission to contact individuals and 

provide an easy opt-out option.

● Verification:

○ Always verify email addresses before sending out mass 

emails to maintain a good sender reputation and avoid high 

bounce rates.

● Quality Data Input:



○ Provide accurate and complete information when using the 

tool to increase the likelihood of finding the correct email 

address.

● Use Additional Information:

○ Leverage the extra data provided (e.g., job titles, social media 

profiles) for deeper personalization of your outreach 

messages.

● Monitor Campaign Performance:

○ Track the performance of your email campaigns using 

metrics like open rates, click-through rates, and response 

rates.

○ Adjust your strategies based on these insights to improve 

future campaigns.

Continuous Improvement

● Feedback and Iteration:

○ Gather feedback from your outreach e�orts to understand 

what works and what doesn’t.

○ Continuously refine your approach based on this feedback.

● Tool Updates and Features:



○ Stay updated with the latest features and improvements of 

your email lookup tool.

○ Take advantage of new functionalities to enhance your email 

finding and verification processes.

By following these detailed steps and best practices, you can e�ectively 

use an email lookup tool to find and verify email addresses. This will 

enhance your outreach e�orts, improve communication with potential 

clients or partners, and ultimately contribute to the success of your 

marketing, sales, or recruitment campaigns.


